
Junior Portfolio: Native Americans and the World 
A collection of a year’s worth of work culminating in the Junior 

New Mexico experience.  
1 individually created open ended question, 16 entries (17 for bonus points), 1 

reflection paper. 
Due Wednesday May 24 by midnight. 

*** Make sure your page is linked to the google doc  hanginwithmscooper.weebly.com  
so that Ms. Whipple and Ms. Cooper have easy access to it! This will count as a level 3 in English and as your final exam 
grade!!!! It will also be a project in History and final exam grade!!!! WOW that is a lot of points…this is NOT a completion grade! 

General Criteria: 
 Have a webpage that follows the guidelines set out by the assignment. On your homepage have a 

central question which addresses cultural interaction, competition, cooperation, or conflict regarding 
Native Americans and non-natives. 

 Have a minimum of the following: 6 total English and 6 Total History entries, 1 entry for Science, 1 
Entry for World Language, 2 Take Action annotated bibliography esq entries for each “assignment” 
**see the template on Ms. Cooper’s webpage for how entries should be written AND note that all 
entries relying on a primary source (i.e. almost every English assignment) requires you to do an MLA 
entry at the top of the entry just like in an annotated bibliography. 

 Has a 3-5 page reflection essay in a separate tab. Reflection essay must also be uploaded to 
turnitin.com. If you are using assignments that reference primary sources, YES you must CITE THEM 
APPROPRIATLY IN YOU PAPER INCLUDING A WORKS CITED PAGE. Not only the works you cite in 
your reflection go on that page, not all the assignments.  

 Include pictures of assignments and pictures from the trip. 

Specific Criteria 
Pillar Page specifics: think of these like Annotated Bibliography entries as you will be using them as  

the grounds for your reasons in your Reflection Paper. 
o 14 entries between Communicate Ideas, Investigate the World, Recognize Perspectives 
o Title/Label of the assignment and date completed 

 If the assignment used/referenced an outside source (book, article, etc.), correct MLA 
citation should be included (most English assignments this is true for) 

o Each entry must include an uploaded file or picture of the assignment 
o A paragraph reflection must address how the entry connects to the applicable Performance 

Outcomes (Investigate the World, Recognize Perspectives, Communicate Ideas, Take Action) for 
the appropriate content area (English, History, Science, Math, World Languages) and your central 
question. **see template on www.hanginwithmscooper.weebly.com 

o Take Action – 2 entries 
o The sources and/or examples for the pillar/page will mostly be developed during the SW/New 

Mexico trip. 
o Other examples may be included, but are not required 

Reflection Paper Specifics: think of this like a synthesis essay.  You are answering the prompt YOU created in 
asking the central question on your homepage. Your answer to the question is your thesis.  You then have reasons 
for believing that to be true and those are your main body paragraph topics and focus. Your portfolio entry 
paragraphs help you develop and reflect upon hard evidence/grounds to support your reasons. Naturally the other 
evidence you can use is personal experience- so what did you experience in NM that supports and/or relates to 
your reasoning and the evidence you’ve gathered throughout the year?  This is documented reflection.  No outside 
research.  But yes, works cited for any paraphrased concepts or works noted in your reflection. Remember to give 
as much context as possible to sources within the writing itself.  

http://www.hanginwithmscooper.weebly.com/

